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Stevie Nicks had a touch of mystic (“Dreams”, “Gold Dust Woman”) You're watching the official music video for Fleetwood
Mac - 'Rhiannon' from the 1975 album 'Fleetwood Mac'.. Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours practically defined FM-radio in the
late-‘70s The group’s three main songwriters each carved out their territory as their romantic lives with each other were falling
apart.. The new Fleetwood Mac collection '50 Years – Don

1. fleetwood best songs
2. best fleetwood mac songs
3. best fleetwood mac love songs

The major plus about this collection as opposed to most other Peter Green Fleetwood Mac collections out there is that.. 9 out of
10 songs that appear here also appeared on 1971's Greatest Hits including the rare song Dragonfly but it loses Love That Burns.
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